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Preparedness for NEP 2020
 The institution is futuristically advancing its physical infrastructure for four year

UG and integrated PG programs in line with NEP 2020. Plans include MoUs with

industries and academic institutions, student-centric teaching with enhanced ICT

facilities, faculty training, and AI integration in certificate courses. Integrated PG

programmes, more internships, improved research facilities, and a focus on

holistic student development and community engagement are prioritized.

           The college offers a variety of vocational programmes including Logistics

Management, Fish Processing Technology, Digital Film Production and Tourism &

Hospitality Management. Apart from these, there are thirteen UG and six PG

programmes  distributed in varied disciplines of Commerce, Management, Life

Science, Psychology, Physical Science, Mathematics, Languages and Humanities.

This diverse array of programmes underscores the college's commitment to

interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary education, promoting holistic development

and addressing the multifaceted needs of learners. Humanities and science are

suitably weaved into STEM through open courses and certificate programmes

offered by all departments, the latter set of courses being subjected to suitable

change every year. As an addendum to this, audit courses and languages are

mandatory components of UG curriculum. 

           The college offers thirteen open courses (3 credits) in various disciplines for

UG programmes, with elective papers (2 credits each) in the final semester. B.Voc.

programmes allocate 14 credits for project work. PG programmes include choice-

based papers (5 credits), and all departments offer choice-based certificate

courses (Minimum 30 hrs, 2 credits). Curricula emphasize applied learning like

environmental education and social values. Societal engagement is ensured

through student participation in initiatives like ‘Unnat Bharat Abhiyan’, ‘Ek Bharat’

‘Shresht Bharat’, and NCC/NSS, promoting holistic development.



            As a corporate management entity, the Muslim Educational Society

administers seven aided colleges that offer a variety of academic streams.

Additionally, the society owns medical and engineering colleges. The institution is

preparing to establish clusters with its sister concerns as needed, nurturing

flexibility and resource sharing. It is poised for multiple entries in all programmes,

which will be restructured in accordance with NEP guidelines by the affiliating

University. Lateral entry and multiple exit options at Diploma/Advanced Diploma

level under the NSQF are applicable to the four B.Voc. programmes offered by the

college subject to regulations of the affiliating University. Seminars on

contemporary topics including biodiversity, COVID-19 and statistical analysis are

conducted. The FYUGP of Calicut University allows 10% curriculum customization

to address local needs, which the college has planned to strategically exploit.

           The college aims for multidisciplinary research through inter-departmental

collaboration, emphasizing socially relevant topics. Establishing MoUs with

government and non-governmental organizations, including LSGs, is the key

strategy to achieve this vision.

           Offering certificate courses in varied disciplines and conducting open

courses of inter/multidisciplinary character is a notable practice. A National

Seminar was conducted on ‘The implications of NEP 2020’ on 30th November

2023. Dr C Jaya Sankar Babu, Associate Professor of Hindi, Pondicherry University

was the resource person.
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An FDP on ‘Four Year under Graduate Programme’ was organised on 11th

December 2023, Dr Shafeeque V, Researcher Officer on Special duty, Kerala State

Higher Education Reforms was the resource person

Photograph and Brochure of the FDP on FYUP



 ‘Meri Maati Mera Desh,’ the campaign leading to culmination of ‘Azadi Ka Amirt
Mahotsav,’ was successfully conducted by NSS units 95 and 53 on October 18th
2023. The highlight of the day comprised the Amrit Kalash Yatra and a series of
inspirational speeches and cultural activities that brought together a diverse
group of 350 enthusiastic volunteers.

 Students are made aware of the vision and missions of NEP and the benefits and
methods of registering under ABC. Following the release of NEP 2020 (draft) the
Muslim Educational Society, the corporate Management under which the college
is included has conducted extensive and expeditious discussions on all aspects of
NEP including ABC and submitted its suggestions to MoE. The Principal and
faculties of the college has participated in these discussions. The college has
established local chapter of the SWAYAM-NPTEL learning platform, to enable
students to enrol for online courses from National Institutes which will be
beneficial for ABC in the future.

Flag Hoisting of ‘Amrith Kalash yathra’

Dr. KESAVAN, NATIONAL TOPPER NPTEL-SWAYAM



All departments are encouraged to enter into MoUs with institutions/industries of
their discipline to nurture collaboration. Students engaged in vocational studies
are taking examinations organized by different sector skill councils affiliated with
NSDC. Recently, our faculty members have engaged in forums centred on NEP's
core principles, emphasizing diversity in curriculum and pedagogy alongside
integrating technological advancements into teaching and learning processes. A
good number of faculties have undergone IGNOU’s NEP Professional
Development Programme on SWAYAM platform during 2022

Certificate of NPTEL- Dr. K. Kesavan

Certificate of  PDP on Implementation of NEP-2020 for University
& College Teachers;- Dr. Amitha P. Mani 



Faculties have gained expertise in curriculum designing with an NEP focus by
partaking in FYUGP curriculum restructuring workshops and by developing the
syllabi of skill-oriented certificate courses. Faculties have channelized themselves
by shifting to a totally student-centric pedagogy with the generation Z’s needs in
mind

The college offers a spectrum of skill-based certificate/Add-on courses such as
Advertising, Office Automation, Risk Management, Food Packaging, Landscaping,
GST, Web Designing, MS Office Skills, Tax Filing, Aquarium Management, Basic Life
Support, First Aid, Communication Skills, Clinical Biochemistry, Coastal Zone
Management, Professional Photography, Tally ERP, Mushroom Cultivation, Food
Safety, Academic Writing, English for Competitive Examinations, Geoinformatics
and Mapping. All certificate course curricula are designed and executed with a
well-knit focus on skills. The college ensures that a creditable numbers of students
are enrolling and successfully completing such courses.
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Orientation
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 We host Government skill enhancement programmes such as WWS, ASAP, KILA
certified courses. The institution holds membership in the IIC, (MoE), and IEDC of
Govt. of Kerala, both platforms working in unison to ensure the conduct of skill-
oriented programmes. Innovation ecosystem is established with the setting of a
functional incubation unit. 
           The college cultivates a diverse and inclusive environment, upholding inter-
faith harmony and mutual respect. Embedded within the curriculum, Value
Education classes instil timeless values of truth, non-violence, peace, and love.
Additionally, departments and cells/forums arrange expert talks and other
programmes championing rationality's triumph over irrationality enrich students'
scientific temperament. Certificate course in Yoga is offered by the college and a
significant numbers of students are doing it. This is additional to the regular
holding of yoga sessions helping in sharpening of mental well being and physical
fitness.
 Malayalam and Hindi are the Indian languages taught in the campus. In Hindi
curriculum, we prioritize the preservation and promotion of India's cultural
wealth. The selected lessons delve into the fundamental principles of Indian
culture, philosophy, and spirituality, offering a comprehensive exploration of our
rich heritage.
 Faculties are well-versed in regional language (Malayalam) and many of them
possess skills in national language. However they shall be given training in
academic translations and online-publishing of manuscripts. Workshops on AI
tools are organised with due rigor. National seminars were organized on
Philosophy of Swamy Viveknanada in Today’s Education ,Hindi Urdu Ki Sajhee
Virasat, Observance of days of National and International relevance like Hindi Day
, Mother Tongue Day, Kerala Piravi, Tourism Day, Khadi Day, International Year of
Millets 2023, Participation in Ek Bharat Shresht Bharat programme, International
Yoga Day, Dashapushpa Exhibition, Sreedhareeyam,etc. provides thrust in this
context. 

Yoga Training



  Bilingual mode of content delivery is adopted wherever necessary with stress on
local language equivalents for English keywords.  Reading week celebration and
book exhibitions forms a stage for exposure to language diversity. Inception of an
art gallery, events related to Vayal Pachha, Karkidaka week, Karkkidaka kanji,
Pathila curry and Kavettam. Traditional art forms, including
Thullal,Ninabali,Garudan Thookam , Kalaripayattu, Thiruvathira, and Kalampattu. 

Photographs of various traditional cultural programmes performed in the college



The activities of the folklore club, Forests rights and traditional resource

management for tribal communities of Nilambur to understand how IKS was used

to advance people, communities, and humanity as a whole. Local art forms are

staged by folklore club. 

 The Fine Arts Club is committed to give professional training and staging of

diverse Indian music and dance including regional; dance forms of

Thiruvathirakalai, Daff muttu, Oppana and Margamkali giving bright perception of

tradition. Students are introduced to indigenous resources like Thazhapaya

making, Cottage industry, and 'Pottuvellari' through workshops and

documentaries. The college has signed MoU with Muziris Heritage Project and

Probhadha Trust to promote the spirit of heritage and culture. Conducted

Ramayana Quiz during the holy month of Karkidaka and organizing quizzes on state

festivities like Onam ignites the flavor of tradition and heritage.  Release of

documentary about Sangama Grama Madhavan, an Indian mathematician and

astronomer who is considered as the founder of the Kerala School of astronomy

and mathematics in the Late Middle Ages is a big step in this context.

Conservation of Sacred Groves and maintenance of threatened plant species

nursery and herbal garden are to be underlined. ‘Gurukulam’ mimicking the

ambience of ancient outdoor classrooms give an eco-atmosphere for learning with

a touch of tradition. 

 The institution is committed to integrate Indian Knowledge System and culture in

education exploiting the opportunities of online mode. The institution has

embraced Outcome-Based Education (OBE) and ensures that stakeholders are

well-informed about the expected skills and knowledge for each academic

programme. The institution follows the Program Outcomes (PO) of the all UG and

PG programmes set by the University, Program Specific Outcomes (PSO), and

Course Outcomes (CO) are set by the institutional level itself based on the revised

theoretical foundation suggested by the Bloom’s Taxonomy and this has been

readily available on the college website.Faculties have participated in OBE

workshops outside the institution and the IQAC of the college has organized two

workshops on the conduct OBE based examinations. Setting up of POs, PSOs and

COs.  The institution follows the Program Outcomes (PO) of the all UG and PG

programmes set by the University. PSOs and COs are set after detailed

discussions with faculty members and by conducting series of workshop/seminars

by eminent faculty members. HODs, concerned faculties, IQAC coordinator and

members are involved in preparing and pre-setting the outcomes and finalizing on

approval by the Principal.



 Skill courses particularly those on art appreciation, Publishing Tools, Product

Rendering, Academic Writing etc. can be effectively rendered through online

mode and the institution has included it in the strategic plan. The use of digital

platforms digital repositories, digital media for virtual learning, virtual labs,

MOOCs and courses offered by NPTEL, SWAYAM etc. will be ensured at par with

high-quality in-class programmes in future. Distance education unveils ample

opportunities before the learner. Blended learning was one of the new normal

envisaged in NEP as well. 

 In line with NEP, faculty members have created YouTube videos which throw light

in to different philosophical systems in India. Increased awareness of the subject

through the video lectures around the topics Buddha School, Nyaya School,

Vaisesika School, Sankhya School, Mimamsa School and Yoga School also helps to

inculcate deep rooted enquiry and appreciation of different schools of Indian

philosophy among students.

 Moreover, internationalization of education will be facilitated through

international collaboration with University of Technology and Applied Sciences

(UTAS), Sultanate of Oman, (four faculties of MES Asmabi College presented

project proposals in the International Conference organized by MES Central

Committee at MES Medical College, Perinthalmanna).

 Faculty members in the college participated in various programmes in connection

with NEP.

Certificate of  participation in national Workshop on NEP 2020



Certificate of  participation in webinar on four year
undergraduate programme

Certificate of  participation in national webinar on NEP and ABC



Certificate of  participation in  ‘Webinar on NEP’

Certificate of  participation in  ‘Webinar on NEP’



CERTIFICATE OF  WORKSHOP FOR SYLLABUS PREPARATION OF FYUGP

DOORADARSAN CHANNEL DISCUSSION ON NEP- DR. SANAND C. SADANAND KUMAR


